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raittenthal }geld that Art .15 .4 .A .5 (" . . . witnesses 
shall be on employer time when appearing at the hearing . . .") 
means what it says, aid precludes payment for travel to and from 
hearings . He said that it would take overwhelming evidence of 
past practice to overcome this "plain language" . The USPS was 
amble to shoes a few instances of non-acquiescence by management 
over the years, and the arbitrator also cited the unfortunate 
Connors settlcment against us (p .6) . 

t~;e hoped that D1itt~~nthal would find that, in light of 
our strong evMence of east practice, it was nut enough for 
manay~~ment to discredit these instances as abberations contrary 
to po_' i.cy, but would be reuuzred to show many actual instances 
of non-payment ; i, e . , hold .that we made out a prima facie case 
of past practice that shifted the burden to them to rehut it . 
After all, they hive the records . lie didn't accept this 
evidentiary argument, ho~~:ever . Putting aside an advocate's 
rarti~;anshiP, the decision was not unexpected and is not clearly 
v,rong . It is a shame that his timing means we have to wait 
3 }ears to fix this situation . 

AGIi : nlm 
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ARBITRATION AWARD 

February 15, 1985 

UNITED STATES POSTAL SERVICE 

-and- Case No . H1N-NA-C-7 

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF LETTER 
CARRIERS 

-and- 

AMERICAN POSTAL WORKERS UNION 
Intervenor 

Subject : Payment of Union Witnesses - Travel and Waiting 
Time For Arbitration Hearings 

Statement of the ISsLie : Whether the Postal Service 
is i=eq_6ired by the National Agreement to pay Union 
witnesses fir time spent traveling to rind from arbi-
tration hearings and for time spent waiting to 
testify pit arbitration hearings? 

Contract Provisions Involved : Article S ; Article 15, 
Section I+AI 5j ; Art icl e 17, Section 4 ; and Article 19 
of the July 21, 1981 National Agi-ceiiicnt . 

APperirnnces : For the Postal Service, 
Eri c .I . Scharf, Attorney, Office of Labor Law ; for 
NAI,C, Richard N . Gi 1 berg, Attorney (Cohen, Wei ss & 
Simon) ; for AI'WU, Anton Haj jar and Phil ip 'tabbita, 
Attorneys (0'nonnell & Schk ;3rlz) . 

Statement of the Award : With respect to travel 
time, tie grievance is denied . With respect to 
waiting time at the hearing, the grievance is dis-
posed of in the manner set forth in the foregoing 
opinion . 
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" BACKGROUND 

This grievance concerns Union witnesses who attend an 
arbitration hearing during their regular working hours . Such 
witnesses are paid for time spent testifying and reasonable 
waiting time at the hearing . The question in this case is 
whether they are also entitled to pay for time spent travel-
ing to and from the hearing and all time waiting at the hear-
ing . NAi,C and APWU claim that payment for such time is re-
quired by Article 15, Section 4A(5) of the National Agree-
ment . The Postal Service disagrees . 

Because this is an interpretive question initiated by 
NA1 .C at Step 4 of the grievance procedure, there is no specific 
set of facts before me . It would be helpful therefore to des-
cribe in general terms how the parties handle Union witnesses . 
Ordinarily a Business Agent informs Management in advance of 
the names of the employees he intends to call as witnesses 
at a pending ;arbitration . lie may confer with Management to 
determine when the witnesses should be released from work . 
But Management usually is in the best position to predict 
when witnesses will be needed . For most arbitrations involve 
disciplinary action and hence require the Postal Service to 
present its case first . Management estimates the length n£ 
its presentation and plans for Union witnesses accordingly . 

" It tells supervision to release Lhe witness at a certain time 
although occasionally the witness may request to leave earlier . 

If the }gearing is held in the same facility where the 
witness is working, no travel time issue is likely to arise . 
But if the hearing is somewhere else, the witness must often 
take a car, hus or train to the hearing site . After he ar-
rives, lie may }gave to wait a period of time before he is 
called upon to testify . This travel time to .`end from the 
hearing and wiiiting time at the hearing are the crux of this 
dispute. 

Article 15, Section 4A(5) of the National Agreement ad-
dresses this subject : 

"Arbitration hearings normally will he held 
during working hours where pr,ricCical . rmployees 
wl~c~se attendance as ~,~i blesses is rec~~~i_recl :~t Tear-
i~n~;s curing llicir regular workilib hours sha l1 be -----on Fml~l oyer__ time __w1~cn appearing at the hc,~rin g , 
~~roviclrc3 time scent as a witness is ji,~rt ~c~ f l}ie em-
pl9yceTs i:c~;ul_a r w orin~-liotirs .li~sis added) 

" -2- 
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" NALC stresses the phrase "time spent as a witness" and 
contends that "witness" status begins when an employee is re-
leased from work to attend the arbitration and ends when the 
employee returns to regular work . It believes, accordingly, 
that "time spent as a witness" includes travel and all wait 
time . It further maintains that Article 15, Section 4A(5) 
should be construed in the Union's favor because of past 
practice . It alleges that the practice nationally has been 
to compensate Union witnesses for travel and all wait time . 
It claims that the Postal Service unilaterally discontinued 
this practice after the award in Case No . N8-N-0221 which 
held that Article 17, Section 4 did not entitle grievants 
to pay for time spent traveling to and from Step 2 meetings . 

"the Postal Service asserts that the phrase "time spent 
as a witness" cannot be read in isolation but rather must be 
related to the far more significant phrase, "when appearing 
at the hearing ." It urges that the latter words plainly re-
veal the parties' intention to pay only for such time as wit-
nesses are actually present "at the hearing", i .e ., time spent 
testifying and reasonable waiting time . It denies that there 
has been a practice of paying witnesses in the manner claimed 
by NALC . It contends that Management policy nationally has 
been to pay witnesses only for time spent testifying and rea-
sonable waiting time . It maintains that any instances of pay-
ment for travel time or all wait time would be deviations 
from its long-standing policy end practice . 

It should be noted that although this case only involves 
witnesses at an arbitration hearing, the parties agree that 
gricvants should tie treated the same as witnesses for pay 
purposes . 

DISCUSSION AND FINDINGS 

Article 15, Section 4A(5) deals with employees whose 
"attendance as witnesses" is "required" at an arbitration 
hearing "during their regular working hours ." It provides 
that G>>ch witnesses "shall be on F.inpl oycr time when appear-
ing -at the hearinp , provided the Lime spent as a wiCness is 
part of the crn-ployce's regular working hours ." The under-
scored 1 angtiage is the primary test for cletermini ng when an 
employee-witness is "on Employer lime ." lie is paid only 
"when appearing at the hearing ." These words clearly refer 
to physical presence at the hearing . When an employee-
witness--is travelT_r;s from his work location to the hearing 
site or vice-versa, he is certainly not " . . .at the }gearing ." 
'thus, travel time is not comPensable . 

-3- 
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" NALC seeks to avoid this conclusion by stressing the con-
tract phrase, "time spent as a witness ." It asserts that when 
an employee is traveling to the hearing to testify or re- 
turning to his work place after testifying, all of that is 
"time spent as a witness ." It urges he should therefore be 
considered "on Employer time" and be paid when traveling . 

The difficulty with this argument is that it ignores 
the relationship between principle and proviso in the sen-
tence in question . The principle is that the employee-witness 
be paid "when appearing at the hearing ." The proviso is sim-
ply a means of insuring that the employee-witness be paid 
for "appearing at the hearing" only to the extent that such 
appearance time occurs "during regular working hours ." This 
proviso serves to narrow the principle upon which it rests*, 
to limit the application of Section 4A(5) . It is a secondaU 
test for determining when an employee-witness is "on Employer 
time ." But NAI.C here seeks to make the proviso a primary 
test, to allow the proviso to enlarge the application of Sec-
tion 4A(5) . That certainly is not what the parties intended . 
Indeed, if NAI_C were correct, there would have been no need 
for the parties to say anything other than that the employee 
stall be "on Employer time" for all "time spent as a witness ." 
That would in effect treat the principle :and the critical 
words in Section 4A(5), "when appearing at the hearing", as 

" mere surplusage . Such a reading of Section 4A(5) conflicts 
with the plain meaning of its terms . 

These findings are supported by my earlier award in Case 
No . H8N-lA-C-7812 (also referred to as Case No . N8-N-0221) . 
There, the issue was whether grievants are entitled to pay for 
travel time to aid from Step 2 meetings . Article 17, Section 4 
called for grievanls to be paid in Step 2 "for time actually 
sent. _ir~ gr_iev~~nce handling, including investigations a 

- 
and 

meetings with L}ie I:rnployer ." The riling was that this con-
tract language does not encompass travel time . I stated : 

" . . .lti'}~i 1e the gricv;int is on a bus or train en 
route to the [Stop 2] mcet i ng, he is not engaged 
in the 'actual-handling . . .' of a grievince . lie 
is traveIing, nol:hing more . His 'grievance 
handling' begins only when he cirri vr.s at the meet-
ing . . ." 

'Cleat is the nor~T~~l function of a proviso . 

-4- 
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" Similarly, "time spent as a witness" in the Article 15, Sec-
tion 4A(5) proviso begins when the employee arrives at the 
arbitration hearing and ends when he leaves . These words do 
not encompass travel time . They apparently were meant to be 
synonomous with time spent "appearing at the hearing ." 

Moreover, the parties were well aware o£ how to express 
a pay formula in terms which would embrace travel time . They 
stated in Article 17, Section 4 that " . . .the Employer will 
compensate any witnesses for the time required to attend a 
Step 2 meeting ." Clearly, the "time required to attend . . ." 
includes travel time . The arbitration witness clause speaks 
of paying the employee "when appearing at the hearing" or for 
"time spent as a witness ." It says nothing whatever about 
"time required to attend . . ." the arbitration hearing . It can 
hardly be interpreted to mean the same thing as the Step 2 
witness payment clause . 

NALC resists these conclusions in the belief that Arti-
cle 15, Section 4A(5) must be interpreted in light of past 
practice . It maintains that Management has customarily paid 
travel time to employees required as witnesses at arbitration 
hearings . It urges that this long-standing practice has be-
come an accepted part of the postal bargaining relationship 

" .end should be a controlling consideration in the disposition 
of this grievance . 

This :argument is not persuasive . To begin with, the 
principle yet forth in Article 15, Section 4A(5) seems rea-
sonably clear . I have already explained why this language 
plainly sLIpports the Postal Service's view . Given my reading 
of Section 4A(5), it would require the strongest proof of 
past practice to interpret this clnuse in a manner contrary 
to its apparent intent, that is, to interpret Lhi s clause as 
authorizing pay for travel time . NI11,C and A1'WU }gave not net 
that test . 'they lave introduced evidence that gravel time 
was paid to arbitration witnesses on many occasions . Rut the 
Postal Service his introduced evidence that travel rime was 
not paid on other occasions rind, more importantly, Lhat its 
policy }gas for years always been to deny payinerit for travel 
time . "The inmost thrit can be said, on the present state of 
the record, is that there }gas been a mixed practice . It is 
clear,, however, that the management group responsible for 
negotiating Section 4A(5) never acquiesced in :any payment 
of travel time to arbitration witnesses . 

0 -5- 
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It would serve no useful purpose to review all of the 

evidence introduced by the parties . But certain points made 
by the Postal Service should be noted . For those points to-
gether preclude a finding that the parties had in effect, 
through past practice, agreed that Section 4A(5) calls for 
the payment of travel time to arbitration witnesses . 

First, there are several grievance answers in which the 
Postal Service unequivocally rejected the payment of travel 
time for arbitration witnesses . A NALC grievance (V-74-6217) 
requested payment for travel time to and from arbitration for 
a grievant-witness . That grievance was denied in Step 3 in 
1974 , the Postal Service asserting that "there is no re-
quirement for the employer to pay for the witness' travel 
time ." Another hA1,C grievance (NC-N-4440) requested payment 
for such travel time for a grievant-witness . That grievance 
was denied in Step 4 in 1977 , the Postal Service asserting 
that "there is no contractual provision which allows for the 
payment of travel to and from the hearing site ." The matter 
was appealed to arbitration but later withdrawn in 1980 . The 
withdrawal letter*, signed by the parties, stated tFe--Fostal 
Service's position that "only time at the arbitration hearing 
is compc»sable ." 

" AI'WU seems to have conceded the practice question in its 
resolution of a recent grievance (F{1C-5F-C-20272) . That 
grievance was settled in Step 4 in 1984, the parties agree-
ing that the Postal Service "is not contractually obligated 
to pay employees for the time spent traveling to and from 
the hearing location nor has such a policy- been established 
b ~i----- ~tt~e-Postal Service . A1tho~i~;h this setClement w<~s later 
repudiated by AI'WtJ on the ground that it }gad teen misled by 
Management, the fact remains that an informed Union represen-
tative acknowledged that the Postal Service had never es-
tablished a policy of paying travel time to arbitration wit-
nesses . 

All of this was confirmed by the testimony of various 
Postal Service Regional Managers . They instrticted their 
local ina»ngrmenC people not to pay travel time to arbitration 
witnesses . Some of them communicated that message to Union 

'I'liis witfic3r=;~k~ril was~'wi.t}ioi~t precedent ." However, I rL" fer 
to it here nit to prove NAI_C conceded anything but rather to 
show the Postal Service was still asserting its view that Sec-
tion 4A(5) chid not authorize pay for travel time . 

-6- 
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representatives . The Northeast Manager of Arbitration re-
called a 1975 conversation with a NALC Business Agent who ob-
jected to the Postal Service's refusal to pay travel time 
and suggested that travel be minimized by scheduling arbi-
trations at local sites . An Eastern Manager recalled a NALC 
Local President complaining about the Postal Service being 
"cheap" for not paying travel time . It may well be that Man-
agement's instructions were sometimes (or often) misunder-
stood or ignored . But the resultant payments for travel 
time were certainly not made with the knowledge or approval 
of those responsible for Postal Service policy on Section 
4A(5) . 

Moreover, the bargaining history is highly suggestive . 
NALC proposed in the 1978 negotiations* that the arbitration 
witness clause be changed to read, " . . .Employees whose atten-
dance is required at [arbitration] hearings during their regu-
lar hours shall be on Employer time ." These words would have 
granted pay for travel time for witnesses . The Postal Service 
rejected the proposal . If the NALC proposal simply reflected 
a long-established national practice, as NALC claims, there . 
would have been no reason for the Postal Service to object to 
this change in contract language . Its objection suggests 
the practice was quite different . Either the practice was to 
deny travel time or there was a mined practice . The Postal 
Service was obviously attempting to prevent the introduction 
of _a new contractual rule, paid travel time for witnesses . 

None of this is meant to detract from the force of the 
Union's evidence . Rather, the purpose is to illustrate my 
conviction that there was a mixed practice . To prevail here, 
the Unions would have to show a practice so uniform and so 
widely accepted as to warrant finding that the higher echelons 
of labor-management ;authority had agreed to apply Section 
4A(5) in the manner urged by NALC end AI'WU . No such showing 
has been made . Therefore, practice cannot alter my earlier 
interpretation of Section 4A(5) . 

I rcl y ng--hi story 
Section 4A(5) but rather to help 
disputed practice . 

-7- 
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The remaining issue is whether arbitration witnesses 

are entitled to pay for all waiting time at the hearing as 
the Unions claim or only reasonable waiting time as the Postal 
Service claims . 

The answer can be found, once again, in the language 
of Section 4A(5) . The arbitration witness is " . . .on Employer 
time when appearing at the hearing ." These words suggest 
that all time spent at the hearing is compensable . There is, 
however, one important qualification . The benefit in Section 
4A(5) applies only to those "whose attendance is required 
at the hearing . . ." Suppose, for instance, a witness appears 
at the very start of the hearing some hours before he is ex-
pected to testify . His presence then may or may not be "re-
quired ." The reason for his being there may be critical . 
If leis knowledge of the case is vital ;end the Union advocate 
needs him by his side, surely leis presence is "required ." lie 
would be entitled to pay for all waiting time . But if he is 
called to corroborate what others will be testifying to and 
he is merely an observer, his early presence is hardly "re-
quired ." Ne would not be entitled to pay for all waiting 
time . The point at which someone's attendance is "required" 
is a question of fact . The relevant considerations are the 

- judgment of the parties' advocates, the nature of the case, 
a the relationship of the witness to the case, the testimony 

he is expected to give, end so on . This ruling is not al-
tered in any way by past practice . 

AWARD 

With respect to travel time, the grievance is denied . 
With respect to waiting time at the hearing, the grievance 
is disposed of in the manner set forth in the foregoing opin-
ion . 

r 

~Ri~li<~rd Mitteiithaf, Arbitrator 

0 
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